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Array Sorting
- To put the elements of an array in order according to some criteria
- Necessary characteristics:
  - Need to have a way to determine “greater” and “lesser”
    - Numeric (use <, >, <= or >=)
    - Strings (use strcmp)
  - Need to be able to change the order based on that criteria
  - Need to continue the process until all elements of the array are in order based on that criteria

Algorithm
- an algorithm is an effective method for solving a problem using a finite sequence of instructions
- Must include:
  - What needs to be done
  - These steps must then be presented in an order
- There are many algorithms available for sorting – we will just look at a few basic ones here
Three Sorting Algorithms

- **Bubble Sort**
  - Traverses the array "bubbling up" the highest value by comparing every successive pair and swapping those two if needed.

- **Insertion Sort**
  - Inserts the first element into an empty array and assumes that one is in the correct place. Then inserts each additional element by sliding the others down as needed so that one value can be inserted into the correct place of the new array.

- **Selection Sort**
  - Searches through the array to find the smallest and swaps it so that it is now in the correct place (the 0th element), then repeats using the remainder of the array to find the next smallest and swap it into the 1st place, etc until all are in the correct positions.

Bubble Sort – Step by Step

- make (size-1) passes over the array
- for each element in the array except the last one
- (this means indexes between 0 and (size -2))
- compare that element to the one immediately after it in the array
- (all will have one immediately after because the loop stopped at size-2)
  - if these two items are in the wrong order,
    - swap them

Bubble Sort Example

Sorting (5 1 4 2 8)

- **First Pass:**
  - (5 1 4 2 8) → (1 5 4 2 8), Swap since 5 > 1
  - (1 5 4 2 8) → (1 4 5 2 8), Swap since 5 > 4
  - (1 4 5 2 8) → (1 4 2 5 8), Swap since 5 > 2
  - (1 4 2 5 8) → (1 4 2 5 8), No Swap on since 5 <= 8
- **Second Pass:**
  - (1 4 2 5 8) → (1 4 2 5 8), No Swap on since 1 <= 4
  - (1 4 2 5 8) → (1 2 4 5 8), Swap since 4 > 2
  - (1 2 4 5 8) → (1 2 4 5 8), No Swap on since 4 <= 5
  - (1 2 4 5 8) → (1 2 4 5 8), No Swap on since 5 <= 8
- **Third Pass:**
  - (1 2 4 5 8) → (1 2 4 5 8), No Swap on since 1 <= 2
  - (1 2 4 5 8) → (1 2 4 5 8), No Swap on since 2 <= 4
  - (1 2 4 5 8) → (1 2 4 5 8), No Swap on since 4 <= 5
  - (1 2 4 5 8) → (1 2 4 5 8), No Swap on since 5 <= 8
**Insertion Sort – Step by Step**
(for non-descending order)

create an empty array where you can put the sorted elements
make 1 pass over the original array
for each element in the original array
(this means indexes between 0 and (size -1))
insert that element into the correct position in the new array
find the first element in the new array that is larger than the one you are inserting
- if there are none larger just insert it at the end
  of the used portion in the new array
- if there are one or more larger – they all slide down to make room then you put the insertion element into that position you found

**Insertion Sort Example**
Inserting 5,7,0,3,4,2,6,1
- 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 (it is in the correct place)
- 5 7 0 0 0 0 0 (inserts after because greatest)
- 0 5 7 0 0 0 0 (everyone slides down)
- 0 3 5 7 0 0 0 (5 and 7 slide down)
- 0 3 4 5 7 0 0 (5 and 7 slide down)
- 0 2 3 4 5 7 0 (3, 5 and 7 slide down)
- 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 (7 slides down)
- 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (2,3,4,5,6 and 7 slide down)

**Selection Sort – Step by Step**
(For non-descending order)

Make size - 1 passes over the array
(call these pass 0, 1, 2, ... size-1)
On pass n, consider the portion of the array that is between the n position and the end of the array (on this pass you will get the nth element into his correct spot)
1) Find the smallest element in that remaining portion of the array
2) Swap that value into the nth position
## Selection Sort Example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original Unsorted List</th>
<th>Sorted List</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64 25 12 22 11</td>
<td>11 12 22 25 64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(find that 11 is the smallest and swap it with the 64 so the 11 can be in the 0th place)</td>
<td>(find that 25 is the smallest in the remainder of the array and swap it (with 25) into the 3rd place)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 25 12 22 64</td>
<td>(find that 12 is the smallest in the remainder of the array and swap it (with 25) into the 1st place)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 12 25 22 64</td>
<td>(find that 22 is the smallest in the remainder of the array and swap it (with 25) into the 2nd place)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>